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The years from 5 to 12 were described by Freud as the "latency
period", the part of a child's life when strong infantile sexual im
pulses are to some extent mastered, and so remain latent till re
awakened in the bodily and emotional flowering of adolescence.
But the repression of infantile sexuality and the control of primitive
aggression is a gradual process, even a painful and reluctant one.
And here the child is helped by the mother who wishes him to grow
up, who is able to free him; by parents who expect, as his powers
develop, increasingly responsible cooperation from him in governing
his unruly impulses. He is stimulated by the very frustrations of his
situation in the family to explore wider fields. EDITORS' NOTE: A
more extensive discussitm of this age, also from a psychoanalytic stand
point and with many case vignettes, will be found in Lidz (Chapters
6-8). Supplementary descriptitms of perstmality developmen~ extend
ing beyond the customary realm of the psychoanalytic approach, will
be found in Fergustm and in Mussen, Ctmger & Kagan. These books
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For during these middle years he is learning, throug
tion in a social framework, knowledge, skills, values an
m his power to create and to repair. He learns that
may be enhanced by sharing them with members of hi
jealousies and defeats may be sweetened likewise.
The goal of sexual satisfaction, marriage and children
very young child's fantasy is realizable tomorrow i
seems, if admitted at all by the latency child, very far a
the middle school years interest in children of the op
often deprecated. But the basic need to come together
others and to create together can be satisfied in work a
During this period those games are popular which ha
structure, rules that take over parental sanctions, keep
in check and serve as a protection for the weak. Throu
child learns to tryout various aspects of himself in di
to express aggression constructively, to accept failure
grace, to find allies to strengthen his position, to share
the responsibility of authority.
During these years friendships with other children
creasing importance. A child may choose companion
mutual interests and prowess. His interests may be g
enced by the friends he makes. Apparently unlikely

latency period by superficial external behavioristic criteria
recommendations. Should children paint more, or play more t
games? Are "baddies and goodies" films and plays to be enc
aged? Should groups of children make models of Everest, or sh
they compete in running races; should they hoard stamps or co
train numbers? Are the docile children better adjusted, or are
rebels in better shape? The demand for neatly typed categories
for a syllabus of life activities forgets that each child is one ch
unique; and that all activities are necessary to all children. The
swer is yes to everything. The advantages to society and to the
dividual are reciprocal. The social experience which the repres
of sexual Impulses makes possible, indeed enforces if the child
grow at all, strengthens his power to cooperate and to discip
himself, in that it gives it a motive and reward; and this strength
109 confidence relieves the inner tensions of the child. Yet
tempting to overvalue the external evidence of adjustment an
underestimate the importance to society as well as to the indivi
child of the richness and harmony of the inner life.
With this in mind I propose to consider further the modes
which the latency child acquires his values, strives to ach
strength and integrity and to resolve the guilt which is par
being human.

With some recognition of dawning responsi
structiveness, he begins to realize that this
against the very person whom he loves and w
frustrates him.
A little boy who at the age of 2 will often
affectionately "Sorry mummy", following out
already, at the age of 7 months, be observed t
bite the breast, after he has already done so
flinch. Thus guilt is born early in the infant,
flict between his love and hate directed towar
has cared for him. It may spur the child on to
his hatred by love and reparation, or, when th
consciously to seek situations where he will b
a vengeful guilty conscience.
If his infantile fantasied omnipotent attack
not been too violent and sustained, if they ha
humanized by maternal empathy and understa
tive retaliatory conscience created by them ca
by experience. The bad figures of the fairy tal
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if she has wronged her friend, this secure internal core h
admit it and make amends.
Successes that are achieved too much on the basis of c
and at the expense of others build up a precarious selfthat is always liable to be assailed by the ghosts of the b
whom the triumph has been won, or to be destroyed by d
persecutory guilt is often at the base of sudden inexplica
Thus James, an 11 year old boy, was referred for psy
some months after the death of an elder brother, because
deterioration in hitherto excellent school work. When h
nightmare about Hamlet's father's ghost it gradually em
his previous application and success had been strongly m
envious wishes to supplant his father (whom he conscio
and admired) and his elder brother. The death of the la
centuated his unconscious guilt about the ommpotence
structive wishes, and inhibited the expression of his am
his father too should be swept out of the way in fact as w
tasy. Failure in learning and in social adaptation may o
some cases be invited by the overestimation of a child's c
the school, or by unrealistically ambitious parents. In J

omnipotent infant whose unrealistic ambitions would d
Yet, in the unconscious, nothing is finally relinquished
in us all, who sees the earth dad in the splendor of h
distorted by his terrors of the dark. Too severe a repu
infantile part of himself leads in the latency child to d
the self. Such division may be typically exemplified
erishment of imagination by an over-intensification of
defenses against primitive anxieties, defenses which ov
perception and control of external objects and stifle th
expreSSIon of emotion. The ostracized infantile part o
ality remains then undeveloped by the success of the g
and when reactivated at puberty may burst forth unco
be perceived by the more efficient, rational part of th
as such a threat that its suppression is redoubled and th
deprived of that reacquaintance with infantile emotio
of anxiety and delight that are essential for the develop
maturity. If on the other hand infantile sexuality a
remain so much to the fore throughout the childhood y
prevent any organized latency period, thereby int
orgamzed work and play, the child is prevented from d
experience in managing his environment and his Im
essential if he is to be able to weather adolescent sto

